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Abstract 
 

Cloud computing is one of the emerging technology in the world it refer 

different technologies, services concepts and architectures. Cloud has 

provided everything as a service to end users, medium and large scale 

enterprises across globally. The datacenters contribute major role in the 

cloud, it has different architecture, service provided by cloud providers. The 

datacenters level required lots of optimization, it will helps to gain the less 

energy consumption, less pollution and carbon emission, provide more 

powerful performance to consumer with less cost, QoS within SLA, 

innovation. To achieve these datacenter levels required continuously 

monitoring, analysis and take decisions on the log level, monitoring metrics, 

thresholds. The datacenters resource objects using training and prediction on 

usage during provisioning and server consolidation. The application 

workflow request and response experiment analyses. There selections of 

energy selection on datacenter. The agent based monitoring, agent less script 

based monitoring, automation, artificial intelligence, neural network. This 

paper mainly concentrated analysis metrics, thresholds on cloud, capacity 

analysis, application workflow and Resource such as CPU, RAM utilization 

and prediction using Machine Learning techniques such as LR, RantomTree, 

RandomForest and 10 folds cross validation in cloud. The data center power  
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source, architecture selection and usage of resource in usage optimum will 

helps us to reduce carbon emission and green cloud computing. 

 

Key words: Cloud, datacenter, Green cloud, Virtualization, Hypervisors, 

monitoring metrics, thresholds, machine learning, Liner Regression, Random 

Forest, Random tree. 

 
1 Introduction 
  
 Cloud service providers and IT and other enterprises operate major 

datacenters to provide cloud services in globally. The Major players are in 

cloud service providers industry such as   Amazon, Microsoft, 

Salesforce.com, IBM, Google, SAP, Oracle, Workday, ServiceNow, 

VMware, and Citrix. The most of cloud provider have their own datacenters 

across worldwide. Mostly in the global cloud Amazon AWS, Microsoft 

AZURE and Google Cloud has major role in cloud data centers. In data 

center hardware selection such as IBM Flex, Cisco UCS B-Series blade, HP 

servers has provided best performance and possible optimization. 

 Today lots of research is going on private, public and hybrid cloud on 

features and benefits based on the optimization and provide extreme 

performance and quality of service with global standard with cost effective 

manner with business agility. Cloud basically has lots of feature for the end 

users, medium and large scale enterprises across globally. Each cloud design 

and architecture has specific features and benefits. Among in all three cloud 

model the private cloud has some major features , the most of the companies 

prepared private cloud based on the cloud security, cost, performance , 

quality, minimize the environment polisution and more features.  

 Here we have most concentrated in datacenter level using virtual 

machines hosting hypervisor. The datacenters resource objects using training 

and prediction of resurce usage during provisioning and server consolidation. 

There the evaluated setup on cloud has using WEKA open source for 

Machine learning techniques evaluation using LR and random tree got best 

results training data, training set and cross validation 10 folds. 

 

2 Virtualization 
 

 In the cloud virtualization is core components in datacenters. The larger 

levels of hardware’s we are using the hypervisors. In the global market one 

of the major players are VMware, Microsoft, citrix and KVM. 

 The VMware ESX/ESXi[10] is one of the major players in virtualization 

technology in hypervisor market in global.  The ESXi installed on the bare 

metal server and provide VM management. The VMkernal and APIs provide  
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Virtual machine management. In the cluster environment vMotion, Storage 

Motion, DRS currently more advanced vRealize and cloud management 

solutions.  

 Microsoft Hyper-V[8] is one of the hypervisor virtualization 

technologies; this core technology allows multiple isolated operating systems 

to share the single hardware platform. It also supportable multiple Operating 

systems such as Microsoft windows and Linux flavor. Hyper-V manger is 

used to manage the hyper-V environment.  Microsoft AZURE[9] is cloud 

computing platforms; it is one of the biggest enterprise level choices in the 

cloud world.Most of the major companies are using the AZURE in the global 

market.   

 

 Users are able to use AZURE platform cloud build, test, and deploy their 

applications on Microsoft datacenters. Microsoft offers as hosted services 

such as compute, database, content delivery and networking. It also includes 

services such as Iaas (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a 

Service) and SaaS (Software as a Service). 

 Citrix [7] is one of the cloud providers, one of the major players in 

application virtualization and desktop virtualization. Citrix provide 

XenServer [7] as hypervisor, it cost effective server, desktop and cloud 

virtual infrastructure.  XenServer is open source platform it also runs on bare 

metal. Citrix provide major role Application virtualization, Desktop 

virtualization and Server virtualization. 

 Power Sources:  In cloud environment currently using lots of data centers 

across global.  They consume more amount of energy, in preset and feature 

situation everything available as service in cloud and larger amount of data 

repositories, billions and billions of data will serve in global market. The 

power sources such as solar, wind, hydro geothermal and power grid. The 

environment conditions temperature, humidity, air pressure, air flow and 

power sources affect the equipment in datacenters and environment.  Some 

of the research already identified wind turbines; solar panes are using 

minimum cost and minimum carbon emission then electricity power. See the 

table 1, it shows carbon emission rate (CER) [11] as per the calculation on 

concern energy sources.  

 
Table 1: Carbon emission rate 

Energy Sources Grid Wind Solar 

CER(gCO2e/kwh) 868 22.5 53 

Where the CER is carbon emission rate of energy and (kwh) is unit of 

energy. 
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3 Related Work/Literature Review  
 

 The algorithms using for load balances, server consolidation: Active 

Clustering, Compare and Balance Round Robin Algorithm, Honeybee 

Foraging, Biased Random Sampling, Opportunistic Load Balancing 

Algorithm, Min-Min Load Balancing Algorithm, Max-Min Load Balancing 

Algorithm, Two Phase Scheduling Load Balancing Algorithm (OLB- 

Opportunistic Load Balancing + LBMM- Load Balancing Min-Min). Meta-

heuristics term given to a general class of algorithm used to find solutions to 

optimization. 

 Server consolidation methods and Cloud Server Optimization such as: 

DVFS4 (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling), Active Cooling, 

Automatic Migration-Trigger Engine, Combination of allocation and 

Migration, VM Allocation and consolidation using Ant Colony 

optimization[1], Selection Policy, Transfer Policy, Location Policy, 

Information Policy, Multi-objective genetic algorithm (MO-GA) [4], VM 

selection policy Positive Correlation algorithm, Adaptive Genetic Algorithm  

 (A-GA), Modified Best Fit Decreasing (MBFD) algorithm, prediction 

algorithm, Resource scheduling algorithm, Host priority scheduling 

algorithm, Fast Up and Slow Down (FUSD),  Skewness Algorithm for 

utilization of multiple resources on a server, Greedy Heuristics placement 

scheme, First-Fit(FF), mv-cluster can prevent helps to failure failed VM from 

host, load balancing and Distributed Rate limiting (DRT) named as 

CARTON. 

 The SAWS(Structure aware workflow scheduler) proposed by K. 

Kanagaraj et al.[3] were work flow in the form of DAG (Directed acyclic 

graph) and used different scheduling algorithms such as montage, 

cybershake, inspiral, epigenoics and analyses cost and time on suggested 

cloud work flow. Machine Learning algorithms proposed by Samuel A. Ajila 

et al.[2]  used Linear Regression where used ridge parameter 1.0E-8 to 

minimizes the penalized residual sump of squares. There the parameter 

controls the amount by which regression coefficients are shrank. Time series 

data using sliding window technique et al.[5] were dynamically partitioned in 

training and testing data set using K-fold validation based on Radial Basis 

Function neural network.  The Virtual slice provisioning on environment 

aware K. K. Nguyen et al [6] presented Green Star Network (GSN) wide 

initiative for ICT service provision based renewable energy sources for data 

centers and carbon emission reduction. VM migration in M. Giacobbe el 

al.[12] used eco sustainable cloud federation ecosystem to reduce the carbon 

dioxide. Eco power X deng et al.[13] used online power management 

scheduling in green data centers and manipulated energy sources. 
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 In this paper mainly focused few of the cloud problems health 

monitoring, Capacity planning, Task workflow, machine language, artificial 

neural network, Liner regression, Random forest, Random Tree.  

 Threshold and metrics monitoring has done through scripts based 

monitoring which is helps us to agent less monitoring. The agent base 

monitoring will consume server resources and during the monitoring process 

always but the agent less monitor will run during the time interval process 

only and will send the reports in requested format for analysis. The report 

analysis also has to check and take decision accordingly. In this case the 

manual intervention is required to analysis reports and considers multiple 

factor and arrive the solution accordingly. Monitoring the thresholds, the 

thresholds consider the predefined threshold levels and monitor that 

parameter such as CPU , RAM , Disk which are some reserved threshold 

retain helps to healthy environment and new requirement can accommodate 

easily based on the capacity planning. Threshold monitoring level defined 

normal, warning and critical, there below 70% normal, above 70 and below 

85 warning and above 85 critical. Threshold defined in the hypervisor level 

infrastructure.   Base on the critical level needs to react quickly to normalize 

the environment.  

Monitoring the metrics consider the predefined metrics values on each 

resources such as CPU, RAM, Disk, Disk IOPS,  number of user session, 

network latency these all defined values as metrics normal, warning and 

critical. These metric defined in server, desktop and application level. The 

CPU, RAM metrics normal less than 74%, greater than 75%  and below 90% 

warning, and above 90% critical. The storage less than 10% critical, other 

metrics IPOS consider based on desktop OS or servers OS. The metrics and 

threshold are inter related will affect the each other.  

 Through the monitoring outcome will be gets values consider the server 

failed, service related alerts,  server underutilized,  server more utilized based 

on the resources usage of CPU, RAM, Disk/IOPS, Network. Based on the 

environment you can redefine metrics level as per environment requirement. 

The tbale 2 shows the resources such as CPU, RAM and Storage thresholds 

health metrics.  

 
Table 2:  Resource health metrics 

Resources Normal Warning  Critical 

CPU ≤ 75% ≥ 75% ≥ 90% 

RAM ≤ 75% ≥ 75% ≥ 90% 

Disk/Storage ≥ 20% ≤ 20% ≤ 10% 
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 Machine learning able to learn from data and improve learning without 

human intervention. There the learning function maps the input to output 

where using hidden structure as unlabeled data or instance based learning. 

There the class label will produce new instance and compare the new 

instance with training data. The ML (machine learning) further classified (i) 

Supervised learning (ii) unsupervised learning and (iii) Reinforcement 

learning. The supervised learning which use certain algorithms use labeled 

training data, there use input variable(X) and output variable(Y) the function 

is Y=f(X). This type of learning which support Classification and Regression 

for example LR (Liner Regression). 

 

4 Experimental Setup Discussion 
 

 In cloud environment mostly facing the issues are: Private cloud 

capacity, monitoring and decision making, workflow, Service provider 

selection, prediction on resource, provisioning resources on time, 

maintaining SLA and provide QOS,  optimum use of resources and selection 

of power sources to manage these are the factors and overcome to achieve 

green cloud datacenter.  

 

 
4.1 Capacity 
 
 Capacity is one of the core issues in the private cloud. The re-sizing and 

elasticity is one of the major features in cloud the datacenter should be able 

to capable then only able to achieve.   In cloud data center physically lots of 

hardware devices are there, the rack mountable blades are placed in the 

enclosure. The enclosure are using to rack the blade servers, it should be 

supportable between 16 to 32 blades.  

 

 The each blade servers which contain number of CPU sockets and CPU 

Cores, which able to support number of user based on the application usage 

in the form of VDI desktop, hosted desktop and published applications. The 

applications are classified based on the usage on the server resource light 

load, normal load and heavy load applications. During the capacity planning 

in datacenter have to consider existing requirement and estimation of feature 

requirement, threshold and DR plan. 

 Max Users (CPU) = (total core-1) * UPC   , where UPC is User Per Core. 

In the calculation helps to get the based on the user work load will consider 

number of user supportable per CPU core. Also the hypervisor CPU 

calculation is Number of socket*Number of Core*CPU Overhead, in general 

the hypervisor over head capable of 3.77 hence round-off 4. The table 3 

shows the CPU calculation based on number of socket, physical core to got 

the total number of CPU.  
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Table 3: CPU calculation 

Sockets Physical core CPU overhead Total usable CPU 

2 12 4 96 

2 16 4 128 

2 20 4 160 

2 28 4 224 

4 24 4 384 

4 32 4 512 

 

 Max Users(MEM)=Server Memory-Hypervisor overhead/MPU, where 

MPU is memory per user, this will consider the server memory will minus 

the hypervisor overhead and divisible MPU will get the max user supportable 

memory on hypervisor.  

 Based on the capacity calculation the pool of hypervisor in the private 

cloud data center, the pool calculation is User per pool= Single hypervisor 

scalability * RPS, where RPC is resource pool scalability. In this calculation 

single hypervisor scalability multiple with total hypervisor in the pool will 

the supportable per pool.  

 Pools per pod= Target user per pod / UPP, where UPP is user per pool. 

This will consider the pools per pod will get total target user per pod 

divisible by UPP. 

 Server load index = Max(x,y,z)+((addition of metrics/number of 

metrics)*0.10), where x=CPU, y=memory, z=session count. In this case we 

have option to set memory usage will be 90% or CPU usage will be 90% the 

server will show the full load it can configure through configuration. In the 

server level load is maximum then performance will affect also affecting 

quality of services. The metric has considered normal, warning and critical 

based on the metrics level on resource usage. Up to 74% consider normal, 

between 75 below 89 consider warning and above 90 consider as critical. 

 

4.2 Workflow 
 

 The workflows simply says the task entry and exit task, there taken time 

to execution time. Mostly the tasks are hundreds of task and more than that 

will be executing as per workflow there may be interconnected task, those 

task to execute resource estimation, identifying exact computing resources 

such as CPU, RAM, storage and network. Work flow has been implemented 

as experiment in the AZURE cloud using open source and cloud time series 

analysis and monitored the workflow request and response during the time 

the resources utilization has been observed.  

 The figure 1 shows the number of request served during the time interval 

in minimum and max 450 requests.  
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Figure 1: Number of Requests  

 

 

 

                         

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure2: Search Response time (ms) 

 

 The figure 2 shows the number of request that request have taken time to 

search content and responded as search response time in milliseconds.  

   

 

 
Figure 3: CPU usage 
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Figure 4:  Memory Pressure 

 

 The figure 3 shows the number of request based on instance process 

taken CPU usage reach max 40% based on the each instance usage.The 

figure 4 shows the number of request based on instance process taken 

Memory pressure reach 75%, it looks border of memory pressure health. 

 Based on the experiment analysis in the AZURE cloud using open source 

using time serious, during the operation request, search, response and the 

resource usage is also looks goods with minimal usage but the memory usage 

looks high. The outcome will helps to build the resource planning during the 

workflow estimation. 

 

4.3 Architecture Components Discussion 
 

 In the figure 5 show the architecture components, the user either internal 

or external users enter into the gateway and load balancer to access the cloud 

provisioned desktop and Hosted desktop and applications. The farms servers 

has server in the cloud users resources, which configuration through the 

database and based on user privilege.  Farm servers were connected with 

backend infra hypervisors, were the hypervisors are connected with backend 

storage and other resources to server provisioning.  The monitoring, which 

runs through script was monitoring the metrics and threshold collected store 

as time series data.  

 The collected time serious collected data was using into training set, 

were using  selected machine learning technique using such as LR and 

Random forest. The training set and prediction test outcome had validated. 
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Figure 5: Architecture components 

 

 Here used the WEKA[14] (Waikato Environment for knowledge 

Analysis) to train the given data set using the discussed all three machine 

learning techniques. IT is one of the open source which has several existing 

algorithms can be used to process the collected time series data and can be 

select required machine learning techniques. Through monitoring collected 

time series data such as CPU, Memory usage and given as input. The process 

collected time series data using the selected algorithm in this case using LR, 

Random Forest using as training set. After processes the output getting the 

required values Processed Prediction Result. 

 The given collected data based on time series, the data will be processed, 

using the required technique and values and will produce the predicted 

values. It will be calculated based on the MAE (Mean Absolute Error), 

MAPE( Mean Absolute Percentage Error) and MSE(Mean Square Error) 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) the below equation using to get the required 

values. 

                                                            (1) 

 Where yj represents the actual values of Resource (CPU or RAM) and yj 

represents the predicted values of resource (CPU or RAM). 

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) the below equation using to get the 

required values. 

                                                            (2) 

 Where ai represents the actual values of Resource (CPU or RAM) and pi 

represents the predicted values of resource (CPU or RAM). 
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 Mean Square Error (MSE) the can get the average of the square of the 

difference between the original value and predicted values: 

                                                 (3) 

 Where yj represents the actual values of Resource (CPU or RAM) and yj 

represents the predicted values of resource (CPU or RAM). 

 

5 Experimental Performance and Result Discussions 
 

 We had defined threshold and metrics on the available resources. This 

section mainly concentrated available resources such as CPU, RAM based on 

the time series collected data, using various experimental simulations of 

prediction capability computed using the machine learning techniques and 

get the MAE, RMSE, RAE,  RRSE values on training data and result data on 

classification.  

 The given table that shows the values as outcome, where computed using 

the machine learning techniques such as LR (Liner regression), Random 

Forest and   Random Tree. In this case used 80 incidents as timer series data 

and two attributes as Minimum RAM and Maximum RAM evaluate on 

training data and valuation on training set based on the prediction got the 

values on classification. Where using existing Linear Regression techniques 

with ridge parameter 1.0E-8, but no mathematical formula. The batch size 

100 that preferred number of instances to process if the batch prediction is 

being performed in all the ML techniques used. The table 4 shows the 

resource RAM prediction capability computed outcome. 

 
Table 4: Resource RAM computed and outcome 

    
 The figure 6 where using the X=Minimum RAM, Y=Max RAM and can 

get plot visual out come.  There the value based on the training data values as 

minimum and maximum RAM resource usage.  
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                               Figure 6: Plot visual outcome of RAM min and Max 

 

 The figure 7 where using the X=Max RAM, Y= Predicated RAM and 

can get plot visual out come.  There the value based on the training data 

values as minimum and maximum RAM resource. 

   
 Figure 7: Plot visual out come of Max RAM and predicted RAM 

    

 The figure 8 is shows the random tree views of given set of evaluation on 

training set data on the resource of minimum RAM and Max RAM of 

random tree technique. 
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Figure 8: Tree View of computed data as random tree of RAM resource 

 

 The cross validation purpose of is not to come up with predictive model, 

but to evaluate how accurately a predictive model will perform in practice. 

Where to user k-fold cross validation with k=10 to find out which one of 

three different classification technique most suitable in solving a given 

classification problem.  

 Where data is randomly split into k parts of equal size, one of the parts is 

reserved for testing and rest k-1 parts will be used for training. There cross 

validation process is repeated k (fold) time so that one every iteration 

different part is used for testing. After running the cross validation you look 

at the results from each fold and wonder which classification algorithm is the 

most suitable. 

 The table 5 which shows the resource RAM cross validation of 

classification technique, where computed using the machine learning 

techniques such as LR(Liner regression), Random Forest and   Random Tree 

and outcomes as MAE, RMSE, RAE ( In percentage) and RRSE (in 

percentage). Through the cross validation will helps to get the highest test 

accuracy on number of iterations. There selected algorithm which produced 

best accuracy average of all k folds.  
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Table 5: Cross Validation using k folds 

Resource RAM MAE RMSE RAE in % RRSE In % 

Linear Regression 4.66 5.83 47.76 54.27 

Random Forest 2.9 5.12 29.59 47.60 

Random Tree 2.37 5.20 24.27 48.36 

  

 The given table 6 that shows the values as outcome, where computed 

using the machine learning techniques such as LR(Liner regression), 

Random Forest and Random Tree. In this case used 85 incidents as time 

series data and two attributes as Minimum CPU and Maximum CPU evaluate 

on training data and valuation on training set based on the prediction got the 

values on classification. Where in Linear Regression is using ridge parameter 

1.0E-8. The batch size 100 that preferred number of instances to process if 

the batch prediction is being performed in all the ML techniques used.  

 
Table 6: Resource CPU Computed and outcome 

Resource CPU MAE RMSE RAE in % RRSE In % 

Linear Regression 3.99 5.75 79.87 77.87 

Random Forest 2.42 3.87 48.36 53.68 

Random Tree 1.94 3.63 38.86 49.06 

  

 The figure 9 where using the X=Minimum CPU, Y=Max CPU and can 

get plot visual out come.  There the value based on the training data values as 

minimum and maximum CPU resource.  

                        
   Figure 9: Plot visual out come of CPU min and max 

 

 The figure 10 where using the X=Minimum CPU, Y=Min CPU and can 

get plot visual out come.  There the value based on the training data values as 

minimum and maximum CPU resource.  
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Figure 10: Plot visual out come of CPU min and max. 

 

 The figure 11 where using the X=Max CPU, Y= Predicated CPU and can 

get plot visual out come.  There the value based on the training data values as 

minimum and maximum CPU resource. 

 

               
 

Figure 11: Plot visual out come of CPU min and Predicted 

 

 The Figure 12 shows the random tree views of given set of evaluation on 

training set data on the resource of minimum CPU and Max CPU of random 

tree technique. 
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Figure 12: Tree View of computed data as random tree of CPU resource 

 

 Based on the experiment analysis was in cloud using open source 

WEKA14 using time serious data, during the provisioning VM other 

resources. The resource usage outcomes random tree is one of the less error 

observed during the training set also looks goods with minimal usage of 

RAM and maximum usage of memory. The outcome was help to build the 

resource planning during the cloud provisioning estimation. 

 The table 7 which shows the resource CPU cross validation of 

classification technique, where computed using the machine learning 

techniques such as LR(Liner regression), Random Forest and   Random Tree 

and outcomes as MAE, RMSE, RAE (In percentage) and RRSE (in 

percentage). Through the cross validation will helps to get the highest test 

accuracy on number of iterations. There selected algorithm which produced 

best accuracy average of all k folds.  

 
Table 7: Cross Validation using k folds 

Resource CPU MAE RMSE RAE in % RRSE In % 

Linear Regression 4.10 5.94 81.24 79.42 

Random Forest 3.88 6.41 76.87 85.82 

Random Tree 4.13 7.27 81.72 97.29 
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6 Conclusion 
 

 The existing theoretical performance of online ML techniques has 

evaluated. The experimental setup and online resources has been monitored 

based on the threshold, metrics and resources usage. There  resources such as 

CPU and RAM has been monitored continuously in the private cloud and 

taken time series data and using machine learning techniques data set 

evaluated through training set and cross validation. There the training set 

outcomes were provide the best result based on training data and the 

predication to take decision future usage trends. The datacenter capacity 

analysis and make it cloud ready for features resizing and more privilege 

usage with high performance quality with SLA. The flow had used online 

AZURE resources and open source monitored the request response to take 

decision. The evaluated setup on cloud using WEKA open source for ML 

techniques evaluation using LR and Random tree got best results training 

data, training set and cross validation 10 folds. The prediction evolution 

helps to got improved VM provisioning around 4%, request response, 

capacity planning, achieved threshold, metrics monitoring with green data 

center with enhanced performance, SLA and QOS. It also helps us to reduce 

corbon emission. The feature will be use to evaluate more algorithms, 

techniques, functions on hybrid cloud environment with more resources also 

minimal manual intervention. 
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